Your Specialist for Tailor-Made
ade Group Tours to Germany and Europe
Technical Tours | Art Tours | Creative Tours

Discover Berlin – for special interest
groups
roups looking for unique tailor-made
tailor
itineraries in:
ART, ARCHITECTURE, ECONOMICS,
SCIENCE, ENVIRONMENTAL
STUDIES, MEDIA, etc.
Berlin is recognized as a world city of art, with
cutting edge architecture, history, culture and
creative industries.
Numerous cultural institutions, many of which
enjoy international reputation are representing
the diverse heritage of the city. It offers a closely
linked Ecosystem of universities,
rsities, technology parks, start ups, professional associations, interest
inter
groups and other mayor players in the world of education, business and science.
This makes Berlin a sought after location for groups looking for an one of the kind educational tour.
We work together with locals who love their city and know it by heart. We offer unique arrangements
with local organizations, educational institutions, companies who love to share
share their passion in what
they do. We arrange workshops, lectures, private tours of companies which offer unique insights into
their business philosophy.
Examples of our special arrangements:
arrangements

Workshops:
Enjoy the elaborate offer of this special schooling
schooling centre with 5 different labratories.
labratories Special courses
can be arranged in genetics, neurobiology, cell biology, ecology, radioactivity, and chemistry.
chemistry
The educational concept is designed to ensure that all experiments are closely related to the groups
special interest. The
he students perform experiments independently in small groups. The courses are
led by scientists from the campus research institutions.

Private tour of Technology Park:
Enjoy various tours of one of the most successful high-technology
high technology locations in Germany, in a setting
with a wide range of special locations, which include a former aviation hangar, various
variou futuristic
technology centres, laboratories, and remarkable historic landmarks of aviation history.
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The expertly guided and tailored tours consist of a presentation of the site and a walkabout. Further
options include visiting
siting companies or meeting on-site researchers. Tours
urs possible on economic
developements, Germany’s strategy for a transition to clean energy, reasearch and innovation,
renewable energy, environment, media, cooperation of science and business.

Lectures:
Enjoy a special arranged lecture at a state-accredited university with
ith a focus on both management
and technology. It provides its students with a high-quality,
high quality, international education that equips them
with a profound theoretical background, fosters their soft skills and helps them gain real-life
real
business
experience in projects and internships.
„Learning is experience. Everything else is just information.“ (Albert Einstein)

All of our Berlin tours will
ill be accompanied by a
local expert who knows her city by heart. Your
guide Claudia has been living in Berlin for more
than 30 years. As a licensed guide and
„professional Berliner“, she offers city tours in
Berlin and its surroundings.
While working as a head of a financial
financi institution,
she experienced first hand
d the fall of the Berlin
wall. Influenced through her profession, she has
always had an interest in getting further insight into
different companies and their philosophies, as well
as, their new developments.
In 2003, she turned her passion into her profession
and left the financial industry to become a licensed
guide. With a strong personal interest in
contemporary art, she loves to explore the local museums and art galleries with her groups but also
likes to weave cultural diversity and the many historical twists of the city into her tours.
„It is important to me to create a dialouge with my guests, and to have fun, of course.“
My motto is „stay curious“ or “The miracle is not to walk on water. The miracle is to walk on
earth.” (Linji Yixuan)
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